The Optum360® Coders’ Dictionary helps you understand health care terminology from a coding and revenue perspective. Clinical terms are clearly defined and, in many cases, tied to codes (CPT®, HCPCS, ICD-10-CM/-PCS) where it makes clinical sense.

Additionally, Optum360 Coders’ Dictionary terms are highlighted in code and lay descriptions for one-click access to definitions. This unique dictionary was developed to meet the specific needs of medical coders, HIM professionals, billing and reimbursement specialists, analysts, students, adjudicators and more.

**Key features and benefits**

- Understand medical terminology from a coding perspective and clinical knowledge to better understand these important terms.
- Many codes include common codes for these medical terms.
- Terms are searchable in an index format or are searchable just by clicking the term when it is contained in a code or lay description.
Search results page

Search various medical coding terminology to quickly find reference definitions.

Optum360 Coders’ Dictionary terms are integrated with code and lay descriptions. Any hyperlinked code brings back the definition of these terms.

CPT is a registered trademark of the American Medical Association.

Contact your sales representative or 1-800-464-3649, option 1 to purchase.

Browse all online coding tools and resources at optum360coding.com/onlinecoding